CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

Tract or
Survey No.

Cox. No.

55.9 W.

5-3.5 R.

N. F. Clas. No.

State

Cl. or

Order

CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

Describe corner monument found

Found 12" X 8" soft rock 4" above ground. This rock is

piece of a crumbly concrete type with some smaller pieces

lying underneath the larger stone. The origin stone set by candle

in 1860 was recorded as 12" X 12" X 8". If all the pieces were

assembled into one stone the dimensions would be nearly the

same as recorded by candle.

By rough compassing and chaining from the NE corner, CS Sec.

16 at a distance of 265 ft. (Note recorded dist. 265.9 ft.) I found

this stone situated on what appears to be a man-made blaze.

This stone situated on a steeep slope.

FEET SHELVE ON THIS STEEP SLOPE.

Describe corner location relative to near-by features, also how to reach corner

As no other natural rock can be found in this immediate

vicinity plus the distance and in alignment with an old

blaze 100 ft. to the east I believe this is the intended

corner point.

Re-checked 2-10-49

THEODORE N. K. W. 9-8-49

Leonard Whitemore

Division

Surveyor

1-15-57.

CORNER RECORD (PERPETUATION)

MONUMENT: DESCRIBE NEW MONUMENT SET, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING MONUMENT

Set 3" X 3" wire mark post 46" above ground.

ACCESSORIES: DESCRIBE NEW BTM WITNESS OBJECTS ETC. ESTABLISHED, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING EVIDENCE

Put a location tie on a 26" fir, N. 12 W., 14 ft.

Blazed a X on above fir.

Work Done By

Title

Date

State Registration No.

or Agency

Remarks

Certified Corner Record Prepared? Yes No

Filled At

Date

REMARKS
